1. Derived Functors of Non-additive Functors.-Let T be a (covariant) functor of modules over a ring A to modules over a ring A'. If T is additive i ,s derived functors have been defined by Cartan-Eilenberg.' Additivity is used to show that T applied to a chain homotopy again gives a chain homotopy (cf.2 IV, 5, and V, 3). Using FD-complexes4 instead of chain complexes, we define left derived functors for arbitrary functors T.
1.1. Definition.-A projective FD-resolution of type n of the module M is an FD-module P such that (i) P, = 0 forj < n, (ii) PI is projective for allj, (iii) H,(P) -M, H(P) = Oforj 5 n.
Passing from an FD-module to its normal(ized) chain module establishes a 1 to I correspondence (up to natural equivalences) between FD-modules, FD-maps, FDhomotopies and chain modules, chain maps, chain homotopies.' In particular, it establishes such a correspondence between projective FD-resolutions P of type n of Mll and chain modules C for which Cj = 0 forj < n and +--M = Hn(C) _Cn,,---C.+ Cn+2 **<-(1.2) is an ordinary projective resolution2 of M. From the corresponding properties of ordinary resolutions it follows: Every module has a projective FD-resolution of any given type n. If if: M --M' is a homomorphism and P,P' are projective FDresolutions of type n of M,M' resp., then there exists an FD-map F: P -I P' such that F*: Hn(P) -0 Hn(P') equals f. Moreover, if F' is another such map, then F,F' are FD-homotopic (cf. Cartan-Eilenberg,2 V, 1). VOL. 44, 1958 Now let T be an arbitrary fanctor from modules to modules. Its prolongation3 to FD-modules (defined by applying T is every dimension and also to the face-and degeneracy operators) preserves homotopy, i.e., F -F' implies TF TE' for all FD-maps F,F', even if T is not additive.3 Hence it follows, as in Cartan-Eilenberg2 (V, 3), that HQ(TP) depends only on M and n (not on P), and (TF)*: HQ(TP) Hq(TP') depends only on f and n. We denote Hq(TP), (TF)*, by Lq(n)TM, LQ(n)Tf resp., and call L (n)T the qth left derived functor of T of type n. Let ZkM denote the direct sum of k copies of M. Define a,': EkM -* Ek.lM and ifh': Ek>lM ->EkM for O < i < k by at'(ml, m2, . . ., m,) = (mi, . . ., mt-) mt + mi+l, m+2, ..., m)k). VOL. 44, 1958 
